Project X Objectives

Problems with ICD-I
 -to-e is considered as the most important experiment  It will be using all existing infrastructure (Recycler, Accumulator and Debuncher) leaving no place for other experiments for many years  g-2 has time conflict because competes for the same infrastructure (Recycler and Debuncher) and cannot be ran at the same time  Lengthening Tevatron Run II worsens the problem  Kaon experiments require different time structure of the beam and cannot be ran simultaneously  There is another possibility -a usage of Tevatron as a stretcher.
We are looking into this as well Beam envelopes for quarter of the ring;  n =40 mm mrad (E k = 2 GeV), p/p = 5·10 
Backup viewgraphs
Structure of periodicity element  for expected 50 crossings per particle  n95% < 0.5 mm mrad  Particle loss due to single scattering  QL has increased aperture and length and decreased gradient (a = 40 mm) QDMs are the same as injection quads with increased aperture (a = 33.2 mm)  Vertical kick  Vertical orbit bump of 16 mm at septum location with normal machine correctors  Septum kicks in horizontal plane (width -10 mm)
